A new generation of Lone Worker protection and Body Worn Video.

The SoloProtect ID Pro is the first dedicated lone worker device with video verification, risk messaging and indoor location capability. Occupying the centre-ground between the traditional lone worker device-space, and Body Worn Video (BWV), ID Pro takes worker protection to the next level while remaining accessible to end-users, and their employers. Available as a discreet, audio lone worker solution – harnessing ID Pro’s video capability requires more-overt operation offering clear benefits to the user, Monitoring Center, and any first-responders to a genuine ‘Red Alert’.

Video verification gives a Monitoring Center operator a richer context to any alarm, allowing valuable information to be passed to Emergency Services. Streaming live into the Monitoring Center allows real-time intervention, removes the need for docking to download, and ensures a customer is not required to store, redact, and delete large amounts of data (in light of data security). Indoor location technology via the use of Bluetooth beacons and WiFi sniffing (with integrated beacon management available within SoloProtect Insights) gives vital location information in the event of an alarm, when a worker is deployed across a large, indoor fixed site (e.g. office, campus, hospital or factory).

Risk messaging through SoloProtect Insights allows the lone worker manager to deliver automatic, or bespoke messages to a workforce based on location.

---

**Future Proof Platform**

Designed to support the employer now and in the future by incorporating a range of new features while maintaining a discreet look and feel.

**Live-stream Video**

Streams video of an incident (via mobile network) in near real time, which aids in understanding the situation faster, for a quicker response and improved quality of evidence captured.

**Indoor Location**

Large facilities or multi-storey buildings can make an indoor location hard to ascertain. ID Pro assists any emergency response when linked up to a network of Bluetooth beacons or moving between WiFi points. All of which is managed within SoloProtect Insights.

**Geo Related Risk Messaging**

In combination with SoloProtect Insights, the employer can draw a geofence based on risk parameters and proactively send tailored messages based on known risks in the area.

**Digital Audio**

Features dual, digital microphones for improved communication. Full Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides high quality audio.

Contact us:
Sales.US@SoloProtect.com
866-632-6577
www.SoloProtect.com
**Meet Edward**

Like many, Edward often works alone and unsupervised, and as a result faces social risks at work, whilst operating indoors. Edward is a lone worker.

Protect your lone workers, and keep them safe with SoloProtect ID Pro. Reliable, proven technology.

---

**Status Check**

The ‘Status Check’ function allows you to leave a short voicemail message using the SoloProtect ID Pro. This allows users to provide valuable background information about where they are, the activities being carried out and any apparent or potential risks when working alone. Its use forms part of a user’s dynamic risk assessment.

**Red Alert**

The ‘Red Alert’ function on the SoloProtect ID Pro is a 24/7/365 facility for a lone worker feeling in distress, in danger or if injured or seriously ill. It’s designed to give peace of mind should the worst occur. The ‘Red Alert’ function opens an audio and video connection (via mobile network) from SoloProtect ID Pro to our our Monitoring Center.

**Monitoring Center**

The SoloProtect Monitoring Center is a member of The Monitoring Association and is ETL listed for compliance to the UI,827. The Monitoring Center uses the latest alarm handling technology, ensuring that audio alarms from a lone worker are presented to our operators quickly and efficiently. Every second counts in a genuine ‘Red Alert’ situation; so enabling a highly trained operator to listen to, assess, and record, the lone worker alarm as soon as possible is imperative.

**Help is on the Way**

Should a lone worker require further assistance, a trained Monitoring Center Operator will escalate your call accordingly. Whether you need medical support, Police assistance or further monitoring, you can rest assured that while you deal with the immediate threat, you’re receiving the necessary support.